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Tell me a little bit about what it was like

ic like?

filming Geezer, and your character Perry.

We just share music with each other. Jakob’s a really
good songwriter, and Joey’s band SWMRS is a really
good band, but I’m biased because I’m a proud dad.
The fact that they’re playing high-quality stuff is
great. They [introduce me] to stuff and I’ll show them
old music that I listened to. It’s pretty cool.

Perry plays “Ordinary World” in the scene where
he’s singing to Judy Greer’s character. How did
that song end up on the album?

billie joe armstrong discusses the return of green day
and his foray into film. by austen tosone
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In the movie, your character’s daughter plays
guitar, and your sons in real life have ventured into music, as well. What’s that dynam-

I love brand-new experiences like that, and feeling like a rookie. I felt really close to the character
because Lee Kirk became a father at 40, and I had a
similar experience raising my sons and feeling like
I didn’t know what I was doing. I think I was pretty
freaked out the first couple of days [of filming], kind
of just going, “Oh my god, am I doing this right?” But
then after a while I got really comfortable, and I was
working with awesome people, like Selma [Blair] and
Judy [Greer]. Working with Fred [Armisen], obviously,
we had a lot in common because Green Day played
with his old band in Wisconsin in, like, 1992, so we
reminisced about that.

Don’t Call It a
Comeback

Lee Kirk wanted a song for a really poignant moment
where I’m sitting down, singing to Judy Greer, and he
loved it. It just turned out to be perfect for Revolution
Radio. Through all of the craziness going on, I was
just looking for something a little more simple.
Whether it’s social media, crazy elections, or terrorism, I just want to slow things down in my brain and
my world.

Green Day have been working together for so
long. What do you think has allowed the band
to stand the test of time?

We’ve always just stuck to our guns. With Green
Day, there is an energy that we put out that is infectious, and we never want to abandon that because
I’m chasing a trend or what current alternative radio
is playing. We want to expand, but not conform to
what’s going on now. We seem to rejuvenate with
every record that we put out, and this time, I plugged
my Les Paul Jr. into my Marshall amp and it immediately felt brand-new again. I love that noise that we
make; it’s been the one thing that has been very loyal
to me over the years.

NOW LISTENING
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Do you think a big part of that natural enerTwenty-six years after the inception of their seminal
gy comes from the fact that you guys selfpunk-rock band Green Day, Billie Joe Armstrong
produced the album?
and his bandmates released a trilogy of albums,
¡Uno!, ¡Dos!, and ¡Tré!, and then promptly went on a
Yeah, but it just kind of ended up that way. My stufour-year hiatus to focus on their personal lives. Now,
dio here is small and we were getting great sound,
they’re back and just as commanding, inspired, and
so there was no point in bringing in another guy to
loud as they were when we first fell in love with them.
look over our shoulders. It felt very independent and
Their new album Revolution Radio, out October 7,
focused, but also really loose and fun. There were no
delivers in terms of music, lyrics, and an unstoppable
distractions.
and quintessentially Green Day energy. The record
How do you feel about Green Day’s return?
covers a wide spectrum of both sound and feeling,
shifting between fast tempos with striking guitar riffs,
I think people are going to be excited with the new
as heard in “Bang Bang” and “Bouncing Off the Wall,”
record, and the only thing I feel, honestly, is grateful.
and softer yet powerful songs like “Still Breathing”
A little bit of nostalgia can be very good for the soul,
and “Ordinary World.”
as long as you’re not sitting and stewing in it. There’s
That’s not all that Armstrong has been preoccupied
something about this record that is very refreshing.
with: He also composed songs for the musical These
Paper Bullets! and is starring in this month’s Geezer,
“Bang Bang,” the lead single from the new
a coming-of-(middle-)age film written and directed
album, comments on gun violence, from the
by Lee Kirk. Here, Armstrong discusses Green Day’s
imagined perspective of a mass shooter. What
new album, his first starrring role, and the legacy of
inspired you to write about that topic?
his iconic band.
Well, I just try to reflect on what’s going on. A lot of
my songs are a series of questions and looking at
What inspired Revolution Radio?
things and just being completely confused by what’s
We took a long break and then, I don’t know, one day
happening—especially now, in the strangest election
I just got into my studio in Oakland and I recorded
season I’ve ever seen in my life. “Bang Bang” is about
a demo of “Bang Bang,” then I did another demo of
America’s gun culture and how it’s blended with
“Somewhere Now” and it just felt like the beginning of
social media. It’s this really twisted version of what’s
something really exciting. It wasn’t a forced process
going on in this guy’s head, which I don’t really know
in the slightest. I showed the guys the songs and
because I’m not in his head, but I tried to write from
they got really excited, too, and so I just kept writing
his perspective. It was freaky because it took me a
from there.
couple of days to write the lyrics, and I was walking
around singing to myself, “I am a semi-automatic

lonely boy,” and thinking, “I just want to get this song
done because it’s freaking me out.”

For the past decade, the divide between the
convenience of music-streaming services and the
pure, unadulterated sound of more old-school ways
of listening has only widened, considering that
more and more artists are opting to release their
music digitally. But Vinylize.it is here to find
the happy medium between the two: Capitalizing on
the personalization of streaming and the quality
of vinyl records, the service allows listeners
to crowdsource support for the SoundCloud tracks
that they want to be available physically. “When
the campaign reaches critical mass—usually
around 20 to 30 supporters—Vinylize.it searches
out the artist. If they’re game, you can buy
your dream record,” explains chief marketing
officer Taishi Fukuyama. Plus, it gives artists
the control over their work that they often lack
when they distribute it on top streaming sites.
“100 percent of the vinyls pressed by Vinylize.
it will be initiated by the artists themselves,”
continues Fukuyama. Sounds like music to our
ears. MORGAN MACEY

How to Dress Well
Care
Domino Records
How to Dress Well (a.k.a. Tom Krell) has long
entranced fans with his R&B-inspired bedroom pop
jams. Sung in an angelic voice, his tracks speak
to the tenderhearted, serving as a release of pure
emotion. Whereas 2014’s What Is This Heart? was
heavy with intensity as he examined the dark side
of desire and the pain that we inflict on each
other in the name of love, Care shows How to Dress
Well stumbling into the territory of euphoria,
teaching us the importance of celebrating the
joys of being in love. “Lost Youth/Lost You” is
a surprisingly uplifting take on the dilemma
of having a change of heart, while “Burning Up”
quite literally sounds like a heartbeat speeding
up in response to the sight of that special
someone, pounding in real time to the ringing
of the singer’s delicate falsettos. “Anxious” is
reminiscent of “& It Was U,” the breakout single
from How to Dress Well’s 2012 effort Total Loss,
with its cheery, upbeat tempo. And then there’s
“Made a Lifetime,” which builds on the simplicity
of his fragile vocals, which float with the piano
accompaniment before swirling guitar solos drive
it all home. Give your heart a break and dive into
this record. SYDNEY GORE
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